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INTRODUCTION

In December 1989, the School District of Philadelphia and Research for
Better Schools, with the support of the Pennsylvania Department of Education,
agreed to initiate a collaborative two-year study of the district's Chapter 1
schoolwide projects. As the first phase of the study, it was agreed that RBS
would undertake an in-depth study of four schoolwide projects, in order to
delve into the complexities of individual school practice. This report
presents the findings of RBS's study of McMichael Elementary School, one oi the
schoolwide projects initiated in 1988.

This report's primary purpose is to provide McMichael's staff with a
description of current practice in their school, a description that may help
them furcher focus the improvement activities that are under way. The report

will also inform an analysis of the commonalties and differen,:es across the
four sohools participating in this study.

The report is written in a style and format to support the efforts of
McMichael's staff to improve their performance as a school. The report is
primarily descriptive; it reflects as accurately as possible what RBS staff,
along with those who helped them, heard and saw. The report keeps before the
reader the methods used to collect the information in order to discourage
over-generalizing the findings. The findings are presented in :eference to
specific topics or questions. At the end of each set of findings, discussion
questions are provided to help the reader process the information; and suggest
a focus for further study. In general, the report encourages the reader to
consider these general questions:

To what extent are the descriptins of practice at McMichael
accurate and generalizable?

To what extent do the descriptions suggest practices in need of
further study and/or action?

The report is organized into four sections, reflecting the principal
purposes of the study.

Section I, McMichael Elementary School as a Schoolwide Project,
describes what it means to be a schoolwide project, as could be
gleaned from interviews of McMichael's principals and staff and from
RBS staff's observations of a number of staff meetings.

Section II, Instructional Practice at McMichael Elementary School --
A Snapshot, presents an overview of current instructional practice
a: McMichael, as seen during the course of a two-day visit by a
team, composed of Chapter 1 educators.

Section III, Instructional Practic2 from the Perspective of a Day .41
the Life of Three McMichael Students, describes the instruction that
three McMichael students experienced on April 24, as recorded by the
three RBS st,aff who shadowed those students for that day.



6 Section IV, Some Concluding Thoughts, shares some RBS staff
reflections on information presented in this report.
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SECTION I

MCMICHAEL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AS A SCHOOLWIDE PROJECT

The first task of the study was to collect information from school
staff on what it has meant to be a Chapter 1 schoolwide project. That
information was also used to suggest how the school was implementing major
components of the dis'rict's schoolwide design.

This section presents a summary of what RBS staff saw and heard about
McMichael Elementary School as a schoolwide project. This summary is
organized into seven parts. The first describes the components of a school-
wide project, as described by School District of Philadeiphia's Central
Office staff, and the study methods. The second is a brief description of
the school, its staff, students, and community. The third highlights some
of the recent history of the school. The fourth describes the current
mission and goals of the school. The fifth provides an overview of the
current organization of the school, with emphasis on the new staff groups
and roles that have developed as a result of McMichael's schoolwide project.
The sixth discusses the strategies and activities that McMichael has
undertaken to improve its performance. The last summarizes staff
perceptions of what it means to be a schoolwide project.

Components of A Schoolwide Project and Stud-: Methods

Central Office staff helped RBS staff understand tne major components
ot the schoolwide design and to differentiate those components from other
district initiatives that were affecting the schools. Specifically, Central
Office staff identified the following components:

the emphasis on improving student attendance and student
achievement, and in support of these outcomes, increasing parent
involvement

the creation of nPw groups (e.g., the leadership group) and new
staff roles (e.g., program support teacher, instructional support
teacher) responsible for developing and updatiag plans for affecting
practice in ways that improved performance, budgeting Chapter 1 and
other resources to support the implementation of those plans, and
leading the effort to implement specific changes in ptactict,

the required use of a systematic, data-based planning/problem
solving process to develop and update their improvement plans

the selection and implementation of an instructional model, with
staff development activities to support its model implemen..atin

the use of detailed student progress records to monitor stuthnt
progress and to identify students with specific needs

the establishment of a pupil support committee to help staff addiess
more effectively students with special needs.

3
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The Central Office staff emphasized that there were other district initia-
tives affecting the schools that should not be viewed as part of the
schoolwide project -- for example, the district's standardized curriculum,
testing program, promotion policy, and computerized report cards.

To collect information about McMichael's approach to the schoolwide
project, RBS conducted a series of open-ended interviews with McMichael's
principal, program support teacher, other members of the school's leadership
group, and several classroom teachers. The interviews began with two
general questions: one to elicit some professional history of each
informant and the s?cond to obtain each's perspective on McMichael as a
schoolwide project.

As follow-up to these interviews, RBS staff observed meetings of the
leadership group and the half-day planning meetings of the entire staff of
the school. When necessary, RBS staff checked its perceptions with members
of the leadership group to clarify what had been discussed and how it did or
did not related to McMichael as a schoolwide project.

The School, Its Staff, Students, and Community

McMichael Elementary Selool takes up most of a city block with its
larv 1964 three-story brick structure and asphalt playground, surrounded by
a high fence. Across the street, a high rise housing project towers above
two-story row houses. Row houses encompass the rest of the school's peri-
meters, except for the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses. A nearby rail-
road track, with its rumbling trains, creates a northern boundary for the
neighborhood. The school is graffiti-free; in part due to the application
of a barely visible substance that resists spray paint. Inside the building
are wide. clean hallways arrayed with children's work and bulletin boards
brightly announcing McMichael students' latest accomplishments.

McMichael's 800 students range from preschool to eighth grade. Some
are as young as three, participants in the school's Head Start program or
Get Set program, the latter being a 12-month day care program for parents in
job training or at work. Some children at McMichael are as old as 15, as
they complete the eighth grade. McMichael also has nine special education
classes, including two for severely and profoundly impaired children. In

addition, three afternoons a week, a group of parents from the neighborhood
are in the building, attending a two-hour GED class.

The 800 children who attend this school are primarily black and poor.
In 1988-89, the district identified 95.4 percent ot McMichael's students as
coming from low income families. Sig:ificant numbers of children lack
school readiness skills. For example, this spring a nine year old child was
enrolled with no previous school experience. The parents of many of
McMichael's children are under twenty years of age. The number of children
wh,N attend McMichael school has been growing every year.

Of the approximately 100 adults who woik in the building (e.g.,
teachers, instructional assistants, aides, administrators, custodians, food
service), 28 are regular classroom teachers. This is a predominantly female
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teaching corps and relatively ne4 to both the profession and the building,
with 67 percent having less than three years of experience at McMichael.

School staff work closely with a variety of community organizations to
address problems that affect McMichael children. For example, the school
sponsors various programs in school and after-school to address the
community's drug problem.

History

McMichael staff describe the student population in terms of those who
attended the "old" McMichael, and those who only know the "new" McMichael.
Because the school is a K-8, there are a substantial number of students who
remember the "old" school, when issues of safety and order were critical
concerns, in those days, student work was not displayed on hallway bulletin
boards for fear that it would be set on fire. The school was part of a
regular police patrol, tha:. included protection of staff cars in the parking
lot. Older students from the nearby high school were often unwanted guests.

These are no longer the overriding concerns of the "new" McMichael.
Stait at McMichael have been working steadily over the last four years to
regain control of the school. Parents who were picketing outside the
building two and a half years ago in protest over the transfer of a

well-liked temporary, auxiliary principal, are now inside, for assemblies,
award ceremonies, and workshops.

McMichael was invited to become a schoolwide project during the current
principal's tenure, and began its first year during 1988-89. Although some
staff in the building still do not recognize the term "schoolwide project,"
most are familiar with the procedures and processes of the project, which
they have come to accept as "how things work at McMichael."

Mission and Goals

It is difticult to separate the schoolwide project's mission and goals
from the vision of the "new" pLincipal about what shculd happen at
McMichael. Both the project and the principal arrived at nearly the same
time.

McMichael staff have expressed the mission and goals of their school-
wide project in terms of two priorities. The first was to create a climate
of safety and order where learning could occur, and the second was to ensure
that all children experienced succes.; as learners. h5 one staff person
remarked, "Our first concern was the environment, and then we focused on
prevention of failure and building a positive self image."

Most of the staff's efforts in year one of the project addressed the
first priority. Changes were made in both the physical plant and in proced-
ures. Changes in the facility included converting the auditorium, gym,
library and lunch rooms back to their original functions, removing graffiti,
and securing the building from unwanted visitors. Changes in procedures
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included ef;cahlishing a more orderly way for studen:..s to enter and exit the
building, and reducing hallway movement and confusion. McMichael's progress
on this priority wac summarized by one staff person as follows, "It's nice
that we can talk about an individual child with problems, rather than about
a whole flour."

Subsequent staft effort- have focused on guaranteeing individual
student success by grouping students differently and closely monitoring
student progress. McMichael once had a record of extremely low scores
compared to other schools in District 1; it was last in mathematics and
second to last in reading. Staff were determined to turn this record
around. Today, McMichael boasts that its first grade students are scoring
higher than other first graders in District 1 and the city, and higher than
the national average. The McMichael staff have been using the schoolwide
project to achieve the goal of student success.

Organization of the School and the Staff

The schoolwide project encourages each school to implement its
components to best meet the needs of the students and staff of that
building. The district expects each school to work through a systematic,
data-based planning and problem solving process to determine how it should
proceed. Over the past two y -rs, McMichael has established the following
structures and roles to meet these expectations.

During the study period, the School Advisory Committee was made up
of the principa!, administrative assistant, program support teacher
(PST) who also .erves as the school's elementary mathematics
resource teacher (EMRT), other subject matter specialists (reading,
social studies, science), the counselor, nurse, special education
resource teacher, lead teachers from Head Start and Get Set, the
school/community coordinator, and the instructional support teacher
(IST) from the District 1 office. This group, which met monthly,
was responsible for the overall implementation of the school
improvement plan and the process of updating that plcIn three times
during the year. The advisory committee viewed the principal as its
"captain," and provided him with feedback and ideas to help him
"steer the ship."

The Pupil Support Committee was made up of the principal, counselor,
nurse, lead special education teacher, the PST/EMRT, the IST, the
reading resource teacher, and the teacher(s) referring the student.
The committee met twice weekly to discuss individual students about
whom teachers or parents were concerned.

Students were referred to the committee for attendance, behavioral,
or achievement problems. In preparation for a meeting, the teacher,
counselor, reading resource teacher, and nurse assembled information
on the student of concern. In addition, parents were sometimes in-
vited to participate in the meeting to share their perspective. At
a meeting, the information about the student was shared, the

6
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committee proposed alternative explanations, identified steps to' be
taken, and assigned responsibilities to some committee members.

The principal credits this committee with keeping the number of
special education students below 10 percent, a percentage that he
believes is far below what typically would be expected in such a
school. He noted that before the committee, students who were
having problems were referred for psychological testjag. Now, the
committee conducts its own assessment and attempts alternative
interventions, before requesting more formal evaluations.

Grade-level groups were made up of the teachers from each grade in
the school. Grade-level groups met during one of the five half-days
designated for schoolwide project planning in 1989-90. They

reviewed grade-level data to determine the extent to which their
grades were contributing to the achievement of the school's mile-
stones, identify reasons for strong and weak performance, and
propose actions to improve performance.

Teachers in each grade were scheduled for a common prep time. A few
grade-level groups used this time regularly to meet and plan
togethel: others did not.

Standing committees have been formed to address specific schoolwide
project priorities. They were led by teaching staff. During the
past year, they included:

Student Recognition Committee, which identified "students of the
month," developed "recognition" bulletin board displays, and
provided certificates to students at report card time

- Attendance, Incentive Committee, which planned special breakfasts
and lunchesrts for students with perfect attendance and their
parents

Parent Involvement Committee, which originally had assisted in
the formation of a parent association and during the past year,
planned parent workshops.

As a result of the schoolwide project, the school has created several new
staff roles.

During the year, the Program Support Teacher (PST) provided services
thtoughout the school. For example, she assisted in planning staff
development sessions, helped with the selection of instructional
materials and the preparation of purchase orders, conferenced with
teachers, and conducted student assessments, primarilv in mathe-
matics. Some of these activities were done in conjunction with the
IST.

At McMichael, the PST also served as the EMRT. As the EMRT, she
played a leadership role in the analysis of student performance data



on the mathematics section of the citywide test and on the Philadel-
phia Mathematics Evaluation Test (PMET). She helped teachers with
the PMET pacing and testing schedule, and provided them with a
classroom PMET progreL.s report. This past year, she concentrated
her energies on providing direct assistance to the fourth and fifth
grade classes, where test results indicated the greatest need. Once
a week, she worked with half of those classes for 45 minutes, empha-
sizing the use of manipulatives and computers.

The Reading Resource Teacher's responsibilities included confirming
the appropriateness of reading group assignments, coordinating the
administration of the citywide test and TELLS (Testing for Essential
Learning and Literacy Skills), working with grade-level groups on
issues related to student placement and test results, and proviuing
classroom demonstrations. Under current consideration is the idea
of reallocating resources from this position to create an additional
third grade position. The proposed teacher would work with a small
group of low achieving students in a transition class.

The schoolwide project has also affected the role of the school/
community coordinator. Before the schoolwide project, she only served
Chapter 1 students. Now, she serves all students. In addition, she now
plays a key role on several of the schoolwide project committees.

Current Strategies and Activities for Achieving Its Goals

McMichael staff have initiated various strategies and activities to
achieve the schoolwide project goals.

Imp:ove School Climate

The district model, Creating Success, has been an important tool for
improving the climate of McMichael. The model encourages a staff to
concentrate on the early learning years and to address the problem of the
significant numbers of entering students who are not able to work in
grade-level material. A staff that implements this model needs to believe
that with appropriate support, all of its students are capable of school
success, that support is especially productive when provided in a preventive
mode, that support needs to be social as well as instructional, and that
students who enter second grade on level will have a high likelihood ot
school success.

The model's strategies include an emphasis on pre-kindotil3Iton thiotiv,h
grade 1 articulation: instruction based upon high expect:ItionQ. ':tudent
success, active student participation, multirl-
teaching oi pierecitisite skills; and case conteLenk.ing tot student..

At McMichael, it is not clear whether the model was selected because it
was consistent with the school's mission and goals or whether the school's
mission and goals uerP derived from the model. They have become ilosely
interconnected. Staff expressed the view that the model was most helptul in
the early days of the project, when the emphasis on school climate, self.-
esteem, and daily success was paramount.

8
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Improve Student Achievement

To improve student achievement, McMichael's staff are pursuing multiple
strategies that can be summarzed as follows: developing and refining a
curriculum planning and pacing guide, intensifying instructional resources
for primary grade students at risk of school failure, modifying the
instructional schedule, providing remedial computer-assisted instruction in
mathematics, reducing the number of special education pull-out and
self-contained classes, assigning instrtrtional assistants to high need
areas, and designing appropriate staff 1/4.evelopment experiences.

McMichael Planning Guide. Although the district provides schools with
curriculum guides, in the first year of the project, McMichael's staff
developed a more detailed version, the McMichael Curriculum Guide. It

provides a monthly pacing schedu e for reading, mathematics, science, and
social studies instruction and testing. Staff meeting and staff development
time were set aside for grade-level groups to work on the guide.
Grade-level groups periodically review and revise the guide.

Staff believed that this activity would increase consistency in plan-
ning and delivery of instruction across all classes in all grades, and would
provide important support to the large numbers of new teachers. In fact,
for a time, staff believed that the explicitness of the guide would supet-
sede the need for lesson plans. Now, as the project approaches year three,
the staff is reconsidering the role of lesson plans.

Transition Classes. The transition class represents one of the primary
strategies that McMichael's staff is using to achieve its goals. In the
first year of the project, McMichael established three of these classes, one
for each of grades one, two, and three. This past year, only grades one and
two had such a class. However, the principal was concerned about the high
numbers of third grade children being retained; therefore, he is attempting
to create an adaptation of the third grade transition class.

A transition class contains under 20 students, which is about 40
percent smaller than the typical class, and is staffed by a teacher and a
full time instructional assistant. These children are considered to be at
risk of school failure and are recommended for inclusion as a result of a
the Pupil Support Committee's review, a previous teacher's recommendation,
or as a result of being retained. As students in these classes demonstrate
the ahility to deal with grade-level material, they are transferred from the
transition class into regular classrooms.

By way of example, the first grade transition cias!i (ontained appcoxi-
maiely nine students with no prior school expeti e and nilw whom kindei
garten teachers believed would benefit from a ilwro inlimai- Inc And
extra help. A voluliteer from the University of Pennsylvania and a .,taff
pet .1n from the District I office provided additional assistance on a weekly
basis. By spring, seven students have moved into regulr classrooms. Six
or seven of the remaining students may be held back to tepeat first grade.

The staff believe that all teachets benefit from tian.;ition Ia
For them, placing a small group of high need children in one setting not
only guaranteed a successful experience for those students, but it also
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eased the job of regular class teachers, who now dealt with less diversity.
However, one staff member expressed concerns that this type of homogeneous
grouping reduced the likelihood that low achieving students would gain the
benefit of working with higher achieving students, and that students would
be less likely to move to higher ability groups.

Cycling for Instruction. McMichael staff have instituted a procedure
called "cycling" that involves scheduling reading simultaneously for all
grades and classes. For example, grades 1 to 3, grades 4 to 5, and grades 6
to 8, each have a common reading time. The purpose of this scheduling was
to allow for the regrouping of students for instruction according to their
reading level, thereby reducing the range of reading levels any teacher had
to address. During the past year, regrouping occurred, to varying degrees,
within each of these grades. Although the procedure can allow for the
grouping of students from different grades, cross-grade grouping has not yet
occurred. First grade teachers were especially pleased with the practice,
and have requested that a cycling schedule be designed for mathematics
instruction.

Prescription Learning Laboratory. Schoolwide project resources were
used to create the Prescription Learning Laboratory, a computer-assisted and
computer-managed instructional program for students in grades four to eight,
who require remedial assistance in basic skill acquisition, especially in
mathematics. Small groups of eight students worked in the lab two to three
times each week for 45 minute time periods. Approximately 75 students per
week were in the lab. It was staffed by a paraprofessional. Staff believed
that this was an efficient and effective way to deal with low achieving
students.

Special Education. There was a concerted effort at McMichael to reduce
the numbers of students labeled as special education, and to mainstream
special education students into regular classes, thereby reducing the number
of special education pullout and self-contained classes.

To reduce the number of students being labeled special education, the
Pupil Support Committee (PSC) worked with teachers to find approaches for
dealing with the needs of children, who traditionally would have been
referred to special education. Only as a last resort is a child referred
for special education assessment.

Strategies for reducing the number of self-contained and pullout
special education classes have included the redesign of the special educa-
tion teachers' role. During the study period, the school had five
"floating" special education resource room teachers who worked with children
in small groups, within regular classrooms. Thov worked . 1 I ii h th-
regular teacher in identifying student needs. \ tho
second year of the project, all special education student.; (oth,-1 than the
severely and profoundly impaired) were assigned to regular classrooms. where
they were expected to receive the majority of their instruction. However,
by January, some regular teachers were feeling overwhelmed by the problems
associated with these students. Consequently, many of these ,:tudelit,; wpto
re-assigned to special education clusses tor part of the day, althom:h the
concept of a floating teacher still applied in some instances. In the
coming year, regular teachers will be offered the option of having special

10
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education students. If they accept, they will have a smaller class size and

the in-class services of a special education resource teacher. If students

spend more than 51 percent of their day in a regular classroom, they are

then required to take the citywide test, and their scores become part of the

school's test results profile, Therefore, McMichael's commitment to
mainstream special education students for more than 51 percent of the day

is, in the principal's words, "biting the bullet." McMidiael intends to

keep working on how best to mainstream special education students, even

though this practice may bring down test scores.

Assignment of Instructional Assistants. Ten instructional assistants,

five full-time and five part-time, were assigned throughout the building.

They were concentrated most heavily in the lower grades where their role is

to reinforce basic skills with small groups or individual students. In

1989-90, full-time assistants were assigned to two kindergarten classes and

two transition classes. The other assistants were assigned to regular
classroom teachers and to the EMRT and science resource teacher.

Staff Development. Formal staff development opportunities have been
provided at required staff and committee meetings, during half-day planning

times, and at Saturday workshops. These sessions have addressed diverse

topics, such as directed reading approaches, team work, active teaching and

learning, and school climate. Less formal staff development activities have
been planned and implemented by the PST, IST, EMRT, and reading resource

teacher, in response to individual teacher or grade-level requests. Next

yeat, funds will be used for a staff development program on introducing an

accelerated learning approach to teaching basic mathematics to young
children.

Staff new to McMichael were more likely to both initiate and respond to

staff development opportunities. Feedback from a staff development needs

assessment form filled out in the spring indicated that staff would like in-

creased choice and flexibility. As a result, next year teachers will choose
how they wish to spend five of their ten staff development hours.

Improve Attendance

Increasing attendance rates has been a goal for McMichael, and these
rates have improved slowly. Staff attributes this improvement to the
combined effect of systematically monitoring student attendance rates and
providing an attendance incentive program.

Systematic monitcring of student attendance was suuportPd bv thP di,--
trict's computerized attendance program. McMA,hAPI usPd 111,,

data to track individual student absence rate,:. It op -n ti.,duont-

ly absent students with certified letters, b- h,w1. , i

from the school/community coordinato, The syhool/k ommou it v ihat oi
also alerted the PSC and the Attendai Incentive Committee it there wele

special problems.

The Attendance Incentive Committee established sevetal ways to recog-
nize the effort of students and their parents. These included: special

assemblies, certificates, photographs displayed on bulletin boards, atten-
dance banners, and class awards of movies, parties, and trips. Both the
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monitoring and incentive approaches emphasized the importance of communi-
catin6 with parents, letting them know when there were problems and when
there were successes.

Attendance goals have also been set for staff. The principal has set a
goal of 95 percent for staff attendance for next year.

Improve Parent Involvement

Parent involvement at McMichael was largely the responsibility of thf,
school/community coordinator. Her job description indicated that her
primary function is to expand parental involvement. She recruited parents
for the GED class, planned parent workshops, parent teas, and regularly went
on community walks, during which she knocked on the doors of houses and
Lusinesses, inviting people to visit the school. Her work was supported by
the Parent Involvement Committee. Even with these efforts, expanding parent
involvement remained an ongoing challenge to McMichael staff.

Summary: Effects of Being a Schoolwide Project

From the comments of McMichael's staff, the effects on McMichael
Elementary School of being a schoolwide project may hP summarized as
follows.

The climate has improved for students. The school is a safer,
calmer, and more orderly place today. Students and parents are
aware of this change. As a result, McMichael has a new problem.
Students are not transferring out; instead, new students are
transferring in. For example, the overall population is expected to
grow by 100, with their eighth grade class of 30 this year projected
to be 60 in the next. First grade classes are already being
projected to grow to 30 each.

While this growth is gratifying to the principal, the down side is
that the central office uses enrollment averages over the last five
years to project staffing needs. Computed this way, McMichael's
numbers lead the central office to assume a decline. As a result,
the school began last fall with an inadequate number of teachers,
and it expects it will again experience this situation.

Staff have begun to see the positive effects of theit eitott', t(1
improve attendance. The problem of attendance has assumed a new
importance for them in planning and implementation.

The climate has improved for faculty. t,a,11,1 I .1; u
; 11;1;

dropped significantly. Two years ago. the s(ltool ,ould not find
substitutes to fill vacant teaching positions. Today. McMichael is
now turning away voluntary transfers, and is getting Feady to hang
out the "no vacancy" sign.

Though many of the staff are reiatively new to the school, the
entire staff is beginning to work like a team.

12
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The school-site autonomy that has developed as a result of being a

schoolwide project has inspired a new attitude of experimentation.

The need for improved student achievement in order to maintain their

autonomy is unifying the staff.

From the staff's perspective, improvements in reading and mathe-

matics are a result of taking a more systematic and focused look at

how the school is organized for instruction, staffing pz terns,

teacher/student ratios, pacing of instruction, and the appropriate

placement of students.
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SECTION II

CURRENT INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICE AT MCMICHAEL -- A SNAPSHOT

The second task of the study was to collect information that would
suggest the current status of instructional practice in the school.

To this end, a team of educators who have worked with other Chapter l

programs visited McMichael Elementary School on April 2 and 3. The s-,:hool's
principal organized the team's visit, selecting the classes the team would
visit and the teachers who would be interviewed. Over the course of two
days, the team visited eight classes and conducted individual, 45-minute
interviews with the teachers of those classes. The eight teachers
represented about one-third of the kindergarten to eighth grade classroom
teachers in the building.

This section summarizes the results of the visits and the interviews.
It is organized into five parts. The first provides a brief cverview of the
classes visited. The second summarizes the framework of research-based
factors used to structure the collection of information and the methods used
to collect information from the classroom visits and the teacher interviews.
The third, fourth, and fifth sections summarize information collected for
the student-related factors, the classroom-related factors, and the
school/district-related factors, respectively.

Following the summary of information for each factor, some discussion
questions are suggested. In general terms, they ask:

To what extent do you agree with the perspective on instructional
practice, presented in the framework of research-based factors?

Tn what extent do the descriptions reflect instructional practices
found across all classes/grades in the building?

To what extent do the descriptions suggest practices that could
benefit from further study and/or action?

Classes Visited

Table l provides a overview of the classes visited. They represented
the following levels in McMichael Elementary School: three first grades,
two second grades, a fourth, fifth and eightn grade. Eight lessons were
seen in all, and included:

a first grade whole-class mathematics lesson on gteater than, less
than and equal to

a tirst grade mathematics lesson on telling time

a first grade mathematics leF,son on reading pictographs

1 5
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a second grade reading lesson in which students read aloud from

their text, answered questions about the story, and worked on a
phonics assignment in their workbook

a second grade reading lesson that included a discussion of the
story students had read

a fourth grade reading/language arts lesson

a fifth grade mathematics lesson that included a review of
multiplication tables, and an introduction to multiplying with
decimals

an eighth grade science lesson that included a review of the concept
of humidity and an introduction to the concept of the variety of
clouds.

Table 1

Lessons Seen by Team During Classroom Visits

Subject
Grade

Reading/
Language Arts Math Science

Total
Lessons

1 0 3 0 3

2 0 0 2

4 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

8 0 0 1 1

Total 3 4 1 8
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Framework of Research-Based Factors
and Study Methods

This part describeF the framework of research-based factors used to

colle:A information from the teachers and classes described above. It also

provides a brief description of the methods used for collecting and

analyzing the data.

The Framework

Figure 1 provides an overview of the research-based factors that were

used to structure the collection of information on instruction-related

practices. It was developed by the designers of the Pennsylvania Chapter 1

program improvement process, known as MAGIC.

Figure 1

Framework of Research-Based Factors
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ThP framework should hp read as follows Research suggests that
students are more apt to show high levels of achievement on unit or year-end
measures, if they

arP actively engaged in learning activities during a significant
part of each day

are studying content that is appropriate, given what thPy have
learned to date and what will be assessed on unit and year-end
measures

expetience a moderately high 1Pvel of daily_suct.ess on thPfl
learning activities.
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Current research suggests that that these factors are, in turn,
influenced by what happens in classrooms and what teachers plan and do:

how well they manage their classrooms

how they balance in their instructional planning the requirements
the curriculum, what knowledge and skills students can demonstrate,
and how individual students learn best

the extent to which they teach in a manner that reflects the "direct
instruction" approach

the extent to which they expect that all of their students can
succeed and the extent to which they take steps to provide a
classroom environment and instruction that are consistent with that
expectation

the extent to which they succeed in involving parents or other
family members in active support of their students' learning.

Current research also suggests that what happens in classrooms and what
teachers do can be influenced by the climate of the school, the structure of
the school/district program, the extent to which school leadership and the
school as an organization focus on improving student achievement, and tilt'
structures and procedures that help teachers improve instruction. (The
latter is addressed in this part of the study; the others have heen
addressed earlier.)

In summary, it must be stressed that this framework provides one way or
conceptualizing the interrelationship of factors that research suggests may
influence students' basic skills achievement. Even though this report
presents information collected by factor, it is important to keep in mind
the interrelationships among :he factors. For example, high levels ot
student engagement may have little relationship to achievement, if students
are not engaged in learning appropriate content.

Methods Used

Two methods were used to collect information. To collect information
about student engagement, classroom management, and instructional approach,
the team visited eight classrooms for approximately 45 minute periods.
MAGIC forms were used by the team to observe and record student and teacher
behaviors. One member of the team scanned the class every three minutes,
and used the student behavior form to note the number of students who were
engaged in academic tasks, and if not engaged, whether they were
in-transition between academic tasks or off-task. At the end ot the class
visit, that team member calculated the proportion of observed students
engaged, in-transition, and off-task. (See the appendix for the observation
form; see Table 2 for definitions and summary of student behaviors seen.)
The other member used the teacher behavior form to record every 30 or 60
seconds whether the teacher was instructing, managing, or disciplining. Ir
instructing, the member also noted whether the teacher was mieating,
explaining/demonstrating, providing guided practice, monitoring
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independent practice, or providing feedback and reinforcement related t)
independent p-actice. At the end of the visit this member calculated the
proportion of times the teacher was seen exhibiting the various behaviors.
(See the appendix for the observation form; see Tables 3 and 4 for
definitions and summary of teacher behaviors seen.

To collect information on the other factors, the teachers were
interviewed, using modified MAGIC interview forms (see appendix). Following
the school visit, the team worked together to summarize the results of its
eight interviews on worksheets designed for that purpose (see appendix).
Then using those summaries, the team drafted, critiqued, and revised a
written description of what they saw and heard for each factor. These

descriptions were then edited by FIBS staff and appear below.

The Status of the Student-Related Factors

The framework suggests that students' level of achievement can be
predicted by the extent to which students are engaged in learning activities
which address appropriate content and through which they experience a
moderately high level of daily success. This part summarizes information
that was collected related to these factors.

Student En'a ement

Table 2 lists the eight lessons according to the level of engagement
observed. The table also shows for each lesson the proportion of student
behavior that was coded "in-transition" or "off-task."

Thy level of engagement recorded fell into the following three
clusters.

During three of the eight lessons, students were observed to be
well engaged (80 to 85 percent).

During the other four lessons, students were observed to be
moderately engaged (62 to 68 percent).

During lesson eight, students were engaged for 50 percent of the
time.

There was substantial variability in student behavior among the eight
lessons. Engaged behavior ranged from 50 to 80 percent. Transition
behavior ranged from 1 to 29 percent. Off-task behavior ranged from 8 to 25
percent.

Discussion questions: To what extent do these patterns of student
behavior generalize to all lessons taught every day? Why do students
exhibit a hHher level of engagement during some lessons than others?
To what ext,nt do these patterns of student behavior suggest areas in
need of further study and/or action?
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Table 2

Distribution of Student Behaviors
Seen During Eight Lessons

(Ranked by Level of Engagement)

Lesson Number Engaged In-Transition Off-Task

1 852 7Z 8Z

2 82% 1% 17%

3 80Z 5Z 152

4 71% 19% 102

5 68Z 82 242

6 66Z 15Z 19Z

7 62Z 13Z 25Z

8 50% 292 21Z

Note: Lesson numbers do not refer to the lesson numbers appearing
on Tables 3 and 4. They are provided only to facilitate discussion
of the data on this table.

Definitions:

Engaged: Students are engaged when they are involved in or
attending to instruction in reading and/or mathematics.

1n-transition: Students are transition when they are "in hetween"
or preparing for the next activity.

Off-task: Students are off-task when one of these four 'oehaviors
are observed: socializing, discipline, unoccupied/observing, and
out of room.
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Appropriateness of Skills Studied

The teachers were asked to show their student records and to discuss
how these records reflect the relationship of the lessons' content to
student's prior learning and to learning to be assessed.

With one exception, all teachers kept individual student records, using
the Student Progres6 Record Book, supplied by the district. Many of the
record books reviewed contained not only information about student perfor-
mance on unit tests and citywide tests, but also on teacher-made tests and
on homework ass:gnments. The Leacher not using the Student Progress Record
Book reported that she relies on observation to inform her of student
performance.

The structure of the record books reflected the content that the
students were expected to learn, given the district's curriculum, and the
content that would be assessed on the criterion mathematics tests
Philadelphia Mathematics Evaluation Test (PMET) and the citywide achievement
tests. The records showed which students were mastering the content and
which ones were not. Most teachers were able to show how they keep records
on the specific skills that individual students had mastered. However, they
varied in the way they recorded mastery levels. Some used extensive
notations (e.g., red circles on tests and ass!gnments which students did not
master), while others provided less detail.

In discussing the extent to which their lessons built on content
previously learned, several teachers described the conflict they faced when
the test performance of some students indicated non-mastery yet curriculum
guidelines called for the introduction of new content. One teacher said
that she tended to follow the curriculum under such circumstances. Othet

teachers described how this conflict is partially addressed by the cyclical
nature of the math and science curriculum that allows students to re-visit
previously taught concepts.

In summary, the district's curriculum, tests, and stud7nt record system
seem to ensure that students address content appropriate to what will be
assessed. However, for several teachers, th.is system sometimes encourages
them to introduce new content before some students have adequately learned
important prerequisites.

Discussion question: How can teachers best resolve the conflict that
they feel when the curriculum calls for the introduction of new
content, yet the performance of students on assignments and tests
indicates that some students are not ready for the new content?

Students' Daily Success

The homework suggests that success is a motivator and predictor of
future success, especially for students at risk. For this reasor, teachers
were asked to estimate the propottion of their students that experienced a
moderately high level of success (75 percent or more) in their daily work.
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Six of the eight teachers reported that the majority of their students
experienced a moderately high level of success on their assignments each
day. Their estimates of what constitutes a majority of students ranged from
72-95 percent. They emphasized that their estimates did not mean that their
students experienced success in every subject area each day. In contrast,
two of the teachers reported that approximately 50 percent of their students
experienced a moderately high level of success each day.

Teachers who reported high numbers of students experiencing high levels
of success on assignments offered various explanations. One teacher
described how on most days her students do not leave the room until they
have done work correctly. Another teacher noted that because all of her
students are good at something, they should be able to leave her room every
day with a feeling of accomplishment.

Discussion question: What additional steps can be taken to help the
group of students who are consistently unsuccessful in their daily
work? (For information about what is currently being done, see
information provided under the factor, Teacher Expectations.)

The Status of Classroom-Related Factors

The framework suggests that what teachers do can influence how engaged
students become, how appropriate the content is that they study, and what
level of success they experience. This part summarizes information
collected concerning classroom management, instructional planning, nso of
alteinative instructional approaches, teacher expe.:'ions, and involvement
of parents and family members.

Classroom Management

One indicator of how well students and instruction are managed is the
extent to which students are observed to be engaged, in-transition, and
off-task (see Table 2). Another indicator is the extent to which teachers
spend their time instructing, managing, and disciplining (Table 3).

Table 3 lists the eight lessons seen according to the amount of
instruction observed. The table also shows for each lesson the proportion
of teacher behavior that was coded "managing" and "disciplining."

The a,dount of instruction recorded fell into the following two
clusters.

In six of the lessons, teachers were observed instructing most of
the time (79 to 87 percent) . These teachers spent only a modest
proportion of time setting up the lesson and managing changes in
activities, and very liAle time disciplining.

In the other two lessons, teachers were observed instructing 63 to
70 percent of the time. One of these teachers spent more of the
remaining time managing (27 percent) than dis,iplining (3 person),
while the other teacher spent more time disciplining (37 percent)
than on management (0 time).
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Table 3

Distribution of Teacher Behaviors
Seen During Eight Lessons

(Ranked by Amount of Instructional Behavior Observed)

LPsson Number Instructional Management Discilline

1 94% 6% 0.%

2 87% 13% 0%

3 83% 11% 6%

4 80% 20% 0%,

5 80% 17% 3%

6 79% 13% 62

7 70% 27% 32

8 632 0% 372

Note: Lesson numbers do not refer to the lesson numbers

appearing on Tables 2 and 4. They are provided only to

facilitate discussion of the data on this table.

Definitions:

instruf:tion: Teachers are instructing when one of these five

behaviors is observed: orienting, explaining, providing guided
practice, monitoring independent practice, and providing feedback

and reintorcement on independent practice.

ManagPmPnt: Teachers are giving and clarifying directions,
passing out papers, or undertaking other tasks which organize

students tor an instructional activity.

Discipline: Teachers are attending to oft-task student behavioi

-- tor example, socializing or unoccupied/inattentive behavior.
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All but one teacher agreed that the pattern of behavior observed is typical
for most days. The dissenting teacher believed that the instruction rate of
63 percent and discipline rate of 37 percent (lesson 118) were explained by a
set of unusual circumstances that included, in part, tearful children who
had inadvertently dropped their plants grown in science class, an exciting
trip to the library, and her attempt to teach a math lesson during the last
hour of the day.

Teachers who spent most of their time instructing used a variety of
methods to discourage inappropriate behaviors. For example, they estab-
lished seating arrangements and grouping procedures designed to reduce
disruptive behavior. Few students were disruptive during the lessors, but
when necessary, they were reminded quietly, verbally, by a touch on _he
shoulder, by writing a name on the board, or by removing stickers on a
chart.

Discussion questions: To what extent do these patterns of teacher
behavior generalize to all lessons taught each day? Why are some
teachers able to spend significantly more time instructing? Should thetopic of classroom management be considered at staff development and
grade group sessions?

Instructional Planning

The teachers were asked to describe what influenced their instructional
plans, both in general and with specific reference to the class visited.
They were also asked how they balanced what the curriculum required, what
knowledge and skills students can demonstrate on tests, and what they knewabout how individual students learned best.

The influence of the district curriculum. All eight teachers reported
the District Curriculum Guide not only influenced the content of their
plans, but also ensured that teachers in the same grade were coverin; the
same content at approximately the same time. The school has also developedan adaptation of the district guide, called the McMichael Curriculum Guidethat provides a detailed pacing schedule for reading, mathematics, science
and social studies. Four of the eight teachers reported utilizing thisguide on a consistent basis. One teacher emphasized the importance of usingmaterials and resources beyond those suggested in the various curriculum
guides.

Tht,, influence of student test results. All eight teachers reportedthat they used information from their own tests to identify content they
needed to re-teach and students who needed extra help. Five teachers alsoreported using information from the citywide tests to help them make those
decisions. In contrast, one teacher felt that the citywide test was notaligned to the district curriculum and therefore, did not use this assess-ment to plan instruction. Another teacher noted that the citywide test wasnot a good measure of first grade skills because it was administered orally,and therefore discounted its value for planning. One teacher cited the
influence of the PMET on instructional curricula decisions. For example,her usual approach is to pretest her students on a component of the test(e.g., pictographs), teach the concept, and then test.
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The influence of the way individual students learn best. Wher asked
how they addressed the needs and learning styles of individual students, the
teachers shared a variety of general strategies, These included:

use of manipulative, hands-on materials such as clocks in math and a
wet bulb thermometer in science

use of visuals as an integral part of any instructional activity

use of games and other motivational materials to encourage practice
of skills or use of new knowledge

use of creative dramatics as a way to keep student attention focused
on lessons

use relaxation techniques between lessons

organizing the students into heterogeneous cooperative learning
teams, where helping and copying is encouraged.

Discussion questions: How can teachers develop a common approach to
using the district curriculum in planning and to dealing with the
concerns of coverage and pacing? Do teachers need to have a common set
of decision rules about when the information from tests requires
re-teaching and when it requires them to provide or obtain special help
for specific students? To what extent does each teacher have an ade-
quate set of strategies to address the diverse ways in which students
learn best?

Instructional Approaches Used
Table 4 lists the extent to which five instructional behaviors were

seen during each o' the lessons. The first seven lessons listed in the
table reflect an emphasis on the direct instruction approach, in that
teachers oriented, explained/demonstrated, or provided guided practice. In

lesson eight, less than half (47 percent) of the instructional behavior
observed included direct instruction. Although all teachers exhibited
varying levels of direct instruction behaviors, the amount of time devoted
to each varied: orienting (0 to 12 percent), explaining/demonstrating (8 to
56 percent), and providing guided practice (24 to 73 percent). The teacher
of lesson 1, in which 59 percent of the time was spent providing guided
practice, later explained that one of her primary goals is to encourage
students "to develop independent work habits."

The eighth lesson used a different approach. In this mathematics
lesson, most of the time was devoted to monitoring independent practice, and
providing students with feedback and reinforcement on their work. Time was
also devoted to explaining (31 percent).

Discussion questions: To what extent is the whole class, direct
instruction approach usei in every class, every day? If it is the
instructional approach tnat is primarily used, should other approaches
he considered/used?
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Table 4

Pattern of Instructional Behaviors Seen During Eight Lessons

Direct Behaviors Indirect Behaviors

1. Orienting 2. Explaining 2. Pro7iding Total 4. Monitoring 5. Providing Feedoack Total
:esson Guided Direct Independent and Reinforcement on Indirect
Number Practice Behaviors Practice Independent Practice Behaviors

1 3% 35% 59% 94% 0% 6% 6%

121 56% 24% 921 0% el 8%

3 91 29% 53% 91% 0% 9% 9%

4 5% 33% 52% 90% 10% 0% 10%

N.3

0'
5 4% 81 73% 85% 15% 0% 15%

6 :.,% 39% 43% 82% 18% 01 18%

4% 381 381 80% 16% 41 20%

' 16% 314 04 4?1 32% 214 534

3efi;-.1tions:

;. the teacnor provides students witn dn ove:v;ew of '_he lesf;r. :irect instructional behaviors: jrertr,c. eNp:a:.nIng, and
7-71.,1ain:rg: the teacher d mo:.strates, models. explaIns. an.: diszusses
lesson conent.

Fro..iding guided practice.

2. ?i.e.:Id:no guided pratice: the teacher askr; mbe studentti to practIce the Indirect instructional behaviors: monitoring :ndependent
sk_11 or apply a concept, rule, etc. practice, and providi-g feedrack and reinforcement on

4. Monitoring independent practice: tne teacher cc11ects intc:rmation independert practice.

student 1:nderstanding and ability to demonstrate specific skills.

5. Prov:dinc feedback and reinforcement on independent practice: -._he teacher

gi-es st.,:dents information on tneir performance, along witn appropriate
praise and reinforcement.

Nme: Lesszn numbers do not refer t:7. tne lesson numbers appearir.g cn Tables 2 and 3. 7:ley are provided only tc faci1itate
d:.scussion cf tne data on this table.



Teacher Expectations

Teachers were asked about their expectations for all students to learn
the content of the curriculum, higher order thinking skills, to be motivated
to achieve in school, and to be successful in their daily work.

Expectation regarding the ability of all students to learn the
content of the curriculum. Although most teachers expressed a belief that
all students could learn the content of the district's curriculum, some also
talked about the obstacles that stood in the way of their achieving that
goal. First grade teachers talked about the problem of several students who
are struggling with the work and will most likely repeat first grade because
of their lack of previous experience in school. Other teachers talked about
the problem of students who have the ability to succeed in school, but are
having problems because of irregular school attendance. A third obstacle
cited by one teacher, was the problem of students being assigned to
inappropriate grade and reading levels.

Expectations regardin: all students learnin: hither ordtr thinkin
skills. Six cf the eight teachers believed that their students could and
should learn higher order skills. Of the remaining two, one was unclear as
to the meaning of higher order thinking skills, and the other believed that
only a few students can handle this level of instruction. Of the six who
believed their students could learn higher order thinking skills, five
reported incorporating higher order thinking skills into their lessons by
providing opportunities through open-ended questions for makirg inferences
and judgments, and for predicting outcomes. The most commonly cited subject
areas for providing higher order thinking were reading comprehension, social
studies, and science.

Expectations regarding all students being motivated to achieve in
school. All eight teachers said they needed to help many of their students
develop the commitment and motivation to achieve. The teachers shared
strategies they used to develop student motivation.

One teacher described how she pays extra attention to the engaged
student, and thereby creates a -limate where othei students strive
to copy this engaged behavior in hopes of getting similar attention.

O One teacher described how she routinely intersperses lessons with
highly participatory activities when she senses that a lesson is not
going well, and then begins the original lesson over again.

Some teachers talked about using manipulative materials as
motivational tools.

One teacher regularly talks to students ahout the benefits of a wiod
education, as a way to motivate students to try harder.
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One teacher thought her use of cooperative learning was motiva-
tional, as it ensured that all students were to help each other
learn and that each student's learning could contribute to a team's
success.

Several teachers describe using games and establishing competitions.

Finally, several teachers described the extrinsic rewards and
recognition that they provided their students such as hoagies, pens,
stickers, rings (frequently purchased with their own money). As ono
teacher said, "I work for a paycheck; my kids work for prizes."

Expectations regarding all students being successful in their daily
work. All eight teachers expressed their commitment to help students be
successful, in spite of the obstacles they faced. A variety of strategies
were used to help unsuccessful students.

All eight teachers indicated that they re-taught knowledge and
skills that students had not mastered.

One teacher reported that when she re-taught, she tried to modify
the instruction -- that is, she did not repeat the lesson in the
same form or with the same materials.

All eight teachers reported using some form ot tutoring to assist
those students who needed more help learning the content of a par-
ticular lesson. Most teachers used their instructional assistants
to provide tutoring. Cthers described the use of successful stu-
dents as tutors, either by organizing their class into learning
pairs or cooperative learning teams. Two teachers reported
regularly spending time at recess or after school to help students
who were failing.

One teacher described having lunch with students and using that time
for informal conversation and building self-esteem.

Three teachers reported involving the child's parent in providing
extra nelp at home.

One teacher reported keeping children after school to complete
unfinished work.

Discussion questions: Is the school most successful with ,:tudents who
come to McMichael having had pre-school experience':: Wh, nrtnd school
regularly? Who spend multi-years at McIli.hael':

Assuming that the answers to the above question,-; alw ale
there steps the staff can take that might move effectively address thp
needs of the students who have not had pre-school experiences: Who
will he at the school for only a short time': Who will not attend
school regularly7
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To what extent does the staff hold different perspectives as to when
higher order skills should be taught? If there are real differences,
should the staff explore the bases for these differences and seek a
common perspective?

To what extent has the staff developed shared strategies for helping
students who have not developed the commitment and motivation to
achieve in school and/or who are unsuccessful in their daily work? How
effective are the different strategies?

Parent/Family Involvement

The teachers were asked to estimate the percentage of their parents who
participated in class-related activities -- for example, attended to teacher
communications, participated in parent conferences, made contributions to
classroom activities. They were also asked to estimate the percentage of
parents who were actively supporting their children's learning at home.

Of the five teachers asked to provide estimates concerning parent
participation in class-related activities, only one teacher estimated that
55 percent or more of their parents were participants in class-related
acivities, while the other four teachers estimated that 40 percent or less
o their parents were participants. Of the seven teachers asked to provide
e!timates concerning parent support for learning, three teachers estimated
ttat 75 percent or more of their parents actively supported their children's
learning, while four estimated 50 percent or less of their parents provided
such support.

As part ui the interview, the teachers were asked how they tried to
gain parental participation and support. All seven teachers described their
efforts at the beginning of the year to introduce themselves, provide
information about their program, and encourage parental support. Most of
the teachers reported sending home letters or descriptive materials, and
inviting parents to accompany the class on field trips. Most teachers also
described efforts they made to involve parents when they had a problem with
a student, such as sending home notes or making telephone calls.

Some of the unique efforts teachers made to reach parents included the
following.

One teacher invited parents concerned about their child's grades to
visit the classroom and see what the child was doing; however, at
thP time of this visit, no parent had accepted the otfer.

One teacher asks students to keep a journal describing the work they
do each day. The journal is then shared with parents at each report
period. In addition, this teacher sends home behavior slips
reporting both good and off-task behavior each day, and asks that
they be signed by the parent and returned to school the next day.
If the slips are not signed for three days in a row, they aro put
aside to be shown to the parents at conference time. Parent/teacher
conference time is also Lsed to emphasize to parents the important
role they play in the education of their child.
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One teacher provides parents with take-home instructional materials
(skill packs) , along with directions on how to use them with their
children. This same teacher described efforts to meet informally
with parents before and after school. She reported that these brief
contacts gave her time to describe accomplishments, share expecta-
tions related to specific assignments, or to discuss a problem.

Discussion questions: To what extent are the estimates of parent
participation and parent/family support of student learning general-
izable across the school? Why are some teachers able to obtain much
higher parental participation and support? How might those teachers
help other teachers gain similar levels of parental participation and
support?

The Status of School/Dist j .t-Related Factors

The framework suggests that whs.. teachers do can be influenced by the
climate of the school, the structure of the school/district program, the
extent to which school leadership focuses staff energy on the improvement of
student achrevement, and the structures and procedures in place for helping
teachers improve instruction. The first part of this report described the
priority that the school gives to the improvement of student achievement and
elements of the school's climate. In discussing instructional nlanning, the
district's curriculum and the related citywide tests were descrj)ed. This
section will therefore focus on the structures and procedures that are in
place to help teachers improve instruction. Specifically, this section will
summarize information provided by the eight teachers about staff develop-
ment, cooperative teacher planning, and supervision.

Staff Development

There was considerable variability ir how the eight teachers viewed the
staff development provided by the district and the school. While three
teachers expressed the view that staff development provided opportunities to
improve instruction, three teachers saw little value in what was currently
provided, and two gave the program mixed reviews (some of the sessions
were viewed as concrete and directly relevant to their classes, and others
of little value). Four of the eight teachers expressed a preference for
increased structure for the bi-monthly school-based staff development
experiences. Individual teachers reported using the following practices
intioduced in recent staff development activities:

how to use the Student Progress Record Book

implementation of the "Creating Success" instruc:tional model

social studies strategies

science strategies

the inquirer program on using newspapers tor instruction

the "Professor B" math program.
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For them, effective staff development had to provide practical ideas they
could readily implement. One teacher described what she believed to be an
example of an effective strategy. The reading resource teacher brought all
of the teachers of one primary grade together to discuss student reading
gr)up assignments. As a result, they completely revamped their program,
moved students to new groups, and were pleased with the results of this
effort.

Cooperative Teacher Planning

G'-ade level cooperative planning is most likely to occur informally
depending upon the dynamics among individual teachers. For example, first
grade teachers report meeting everyday at lunch time, and occasionally on
weekends where a good deal of sharing and planning may occur. Those
teachers who have a common prep time with other teachers in their grade
report that this time is rarely used fot common planning. Although, two
teachers described how they use this time occasionally for wotking on the
McMichael Curriculum Guide. Teachers with instructional assistants report
regularly setting aside time to plan with them ways to reinforce skill
acquisition for individual students.

Teacher Supervision

Seven of the eight teachers identified supervision as something that the
principal was required to do. One teacher had not experienced any
supervision. Supervision was described most often as an informal ptocess
conducted by both the principal and the administrative assistant, whose
assistance focused on managerial assistance related to instruction (e.g.,
grouping and seating arrangements). None of the eight teachers described
supervision that was directly related to instruction, or that represented to
a supervisory model applied consistently throughout the school.

Discussion questions: How can grade-level meetings be designed to
support instructional improvement? How can supervision activities be
deFigued to support instructional improvement?



SECTION III

CURRENT INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THREE Mc:MICHAEL STUDENTS

The third task of the study was to describe the status of instructional
practices from the perspective of individual students.

RBS staff shadowed three students for one school day in April to gather
this descriptive data. The school's leadership organized the shadowing visit
by selecting three primary grade classes for RBS staff to visit. The

decision to shadow primary grade students was based on the heavy
concentration of schoolwide project resources and innovations in these grades
(e.g., instructional assistants, resource teacher support, alternative
grouping and time patterns).

Three RBS staff members visited McMichael Elementary School on April 24
to serve as shadowers. Upon entering their assigned classrooms, they
selected the student that they would shadow. The student might have been
selected because he was sitting in a good place to be observed liscreetly, or
because she was wearing a brightly colored shirt that would be easy to follow
in a busy classroom.

This section summarizes the results of the shadowing. It is organized
into five parts. The first presents the framework of questions that guided
the shadowing activity. It also describes the methods used to record and
analyze observations. The remaining four parts summarize information
collected regarding the structure of three students' days, the instructional
tasks, the student's response to the instrutional tasks and student/teacher
interactions.

Following each part, some discussion questions are suggested. In

general terms, they ask:

To what extent can/should the observations be generalized, beyond the
experiences of these three children on this one day?

To what extent do the observations suggest areas that might benefit
from further study and/or possible action?

In reviewing the descriptions of the days each of the students
experienced, it is important to keep in mind that these students were
shadowed for only one day. On another day, the data could look very
different, depending upon the daily schedule, the instructional tasks
presented, and the patterns of interaction that cieveloped.

Guiding Questions and Study Methods

As a way of describing the student's experience, shadowing data are
discussed according to five categories. For each of these categories a sot
of questions was designed to guide the description of this one day in April.
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The first two categories serve to describe the flow of instructional
activities and instructional settings that students experienced:

What was the structure of each student's day? For example, how much
of the students' time was devoted to core subjects (e.g., reading/
language arts, mathematics, social studies, science); what
proportion of the day was spent on other subjects (e.g., art, music,
library) ; how much time was spent in transition activities such as
moving from class to class, changing from one subject to another, or
starting up and finishing the day; how do the days each student
experienced compare? What instructional formats did each student
experience (e.g., presentation, recitation, discussion, guided
seatwork, unguided seatwork, surrogate, testing, management)? Inwhat kinds of instructional groups did each student participate
(e.g., whole class, sub-group, individual)? With which instructors
did they spend their day (e.g., regular teacher, resource teacher,
instructional assistant, parent volunteer)?

The last three categories of questions reflect various conditions that mightinfluence student motivation and learning:

On what instructional tasks did each student work? For example, to
what extent did those tasks introduce new content; to what extent did
they require higher order thinking processes?

How did students respond to the instructional tasks? For example,
from the student's perspective, how clear was each task? to what
extent did each task engage the student?

How did each individual student interact with his/her teacher? For
example, what types of interactions occurred; what was the affect of
those interactions; in what group setting were interactions most
likely to occur?

The shadowing process is based upon a method developed by the Far WestLaboratory, which was used as part of its study of Chapter 1 programs(Lee & Rowan, 1986).1 RBS staff were instructed to shadow their student
from the first to the last bell of the day. They shadowed their student inall classes (including, for example, physical education and library) andduring transitions betc en classes. They observed the nature of the
transitions that occurred before and after lunch and recess.

The process requires the shadower to record two kinds ofobservations. One set of observations is called structuted coding, andinvolves keeping track of a specific set of features of a lesson. Thesefeatures include: the instructional focus of the lesson, the physical

1Lee, G. & Rowan, B. (1986). The management and delivery ofinstructional services to Chapter 1 students: Case studies of twelveschools. San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory for Educational Researchand Development.



location of the lesson, variations in grouping, group size, type of

instructor, the format of the instructional activity (e.g., presentation,

recitation, discussion, seatwork, work at computer, testing) and the time

devoted to a lesson. These observations were used to describe the structure

and the instructional context of the student's day. These are summarized in

chart form in the appendix to this section. They are discussed in the next

two parts of this section.

The other set of observations are focused field notes. In taking

focused field notes, the shadower writes descriptions of the instructional

tasks presented and the student's response to those tasks as well as

descriptions of any interactions that occur between the teacher and the

student being shadowed. These descriptions were summarized and coded (see

fables 10 and 11). The results c the analysis of those descriptions appear

i the last three parts of this section.

In presenting the data collected by the shadowing, each student will be

identified only by a letter (A, B, or C). It also compares the instructional

formats, instructional groupings, and the instructors that each student

experienced.

Structure of the Three Students' Days

This part presents an overview of each student's day. (A summary of

each student's day in chart form appears in the appendix.) This part then

compares how much time each student spent with the core subjects, other

subjects, in transition, and at lunch and recess.

Overview of Each Student's Day

Student A spent all of the morning in reading/language arts activities.

She spent approximately 45 minutes in a small reading group. There, she took

her turn reading aloud, listened to other!: read their section of the story,

and participated in a discussion of the story. She learned about exclamation

points and blends, and was introduced to some new vocabulary words. For the

remainder of the morning, she worked on blends in her phonics workbook.

During the afternoon activities, she was very distracted by conversation with

her friends. After lunch, she went with her class to the science room for a

lesson on the life cycle of insects. From there, she and her class went to

the library, where they heard two stories about fathers and love. From the

library, she and her class went to social studies for a lesson about the

concept of recreation. She drew a picture of a playground as a place where

she would like to go for recreation. From that class, student A was

dismissed to go home. In each of the afternoon classes, she was reprimanded

for talking instead of listening.

Student B's morning was divided between reading and science. In

reading, he participated in a discussion of a story the class had read and

was introduced to some new vocabulary words. He then completed a worksheet

that required him to use the new vocabulary. He listened intently to the

teacher read a story. After a mid-morning recess, he listened to the class

discuss the parts of a tree, and with great care, he colored his "tree game"
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worksheet. After lunch, he and his classmates spent time with his teacher
discussing the use of c:Attractions. The reading resource teacher then took
over the class. The students were organized into pairs, and each pair
illustrated a set of vocabulary words. From reading/language arts, the
student and his class went to art, where he worked on a painting and spent
five minutes standing in the corner for oft-task behavior. He then joined
his class in the library where he listened to the librarian read several
stories. He and his class were dismissed from the library.

Student C spent his morning working on reading/language arts and mathe-
matics activities. During part of the reading/language arts period, he
w.Drked in a small group, led by the teacher reviewing the concept of past
tense. During the other part of the reading/language arts period, he was
supposed to look up spelling words in the dictionary and then write sentences
using those words. He spent more time teasing a friend and playing with his
pencil. After a mid-morning recess, he worked steadily, but with only par-
tial success on a mathematics worksheet that required him to do money prob-
lems involving the addition and subtraction of the values of different coins.
Aftr lunch and in physical education, he participated in aerobic exercises
and learned a new dance until he was sidelined for off-task behavior. He
returned with his class to his classroom, where he divided his time between
entering homework assignments into his homework journal and doing a worksheet
on the punctuation of sentences. At the end of the day, he reported to the
physical education teacher to make up for the time that he was sidelined.

Allocation of Time

Table 5 shows how time was allocated to the core subjects (reading/
language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science), the other school
subjects, transitions from one activity to another and from one classroom to
another, and lunch/recess.

Table 5

Distribution of Time

Cole Subjects

!:ttudent (basic skills, Other Suh)ects
(tota) time social studies, (physical education,
shadowed) science) art, music, libraly)

A (141 m)n.) (I/ii) ",.,i,. (1) HI

P (tr,o min.) (Igo) ;4% (mot :Ili.

c (v.') min.) (190) 54% (80) 23%

Transition

(moving flow class to

class, changing content

area, moinirq stall n)1,

finishing (Ia)

ilL" IA hy minute, ~I petetql'atio ,d Ih" ',on!
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The table shows that all three students spent nearly the same amount of
time on the cote subjects, approximately one-half of the school day. The
table also shows that student B, who had two classes in othet looms spent
very little time in transition; student C, who had one class in another room,
spent about twice as much time in transition than student B; and student A,
who had three classes in other rooms, spent about five times as much time in
transition as student B.

Table 6 shows how time allocated to the core subjects was distributed to
reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.

Table 0

Distribution of Time Among the Core Subjects

Student

(total time in

core subjects) Reading/Language Arts

A (178 min.) (128) 72%

(190 min.) (145) 76%

C (190 min.) (1.!0) 63%

Mathematics Science Social Studies

(20) 11% (30) 17%

(45) 24%

(70) 31%

- --____-- .
Note: Time is reptesented by minutes and percentage of total time in core sublects.

This table shows that all three students spent the majority of the time in
reading/language arts activities (63 to 76 percent) . Student C had the
additional core subject of mathematics. Students A and B had two additional
core subjects: science and social studies.

Discussion questions: To what extent does the allocation of time recor-
ded reflect the daily allocation of time across the school year? If it
does, does this allocation represent the relative importance of the
various subjects?

Do the differences in how time was used (e.g., transition) suggest areas
that might benefit from further study and/or possible action?

Instructional Format

Shadowers recorded when each student experienced the following
instructional formats experienced during the core subject periods.

Presentation: Shadowed student listens to and watches teacher pre-
sentations, explanations, demonstrations, and/or reading of a story.

Recitation: Shadowed student and class respond to teacher questions
and/or teacher-presented exercise.

Discussion: Shadowed student and classmates exchange information and
perspectives on a topic. They listen to each other and build off
each other's comments.
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Guided Seatwork: Shadowed student practices what he/she is to learn,
while being actively monitored by the teacher. These activities fre-

quently involve the use of worksheets or workbooks. Students may work

on the exercises alone, in pairs, as a member of a small group.

Unguided Seatwork: Shadowed student does seatwork activity that is
not actively monitored by the teacher.

Surrogate: Shadowed student receives instruction through a
surrogate (e.g., microcomputer, listening center, VCR, or film).

Testing: Shadowed student takes a test or completes an exercise
that will be used to assess his/her level of learning.

Management: Shadowed student follows management directions of
teacher (e.g., waits for papers and materials being distributed,
take out a book and open to a certain page, assembles materials
needed for an activity, moves to form a group).

Table 7 shows the proportion of time that each student experienced the
different instructional formats during the core subject periods.

Table

Distlibution of Time of core Snbjeots By

Instructional Format

Guided Unguided

iiIflI PtPnefltation Reuitati(m biscussitm Seatwolk ))eatwQik :;ntioo,Ite T0.4t Managemoul

A (178 min.)' 1 (10) 6% (62) 35% (96) 54% (10) 64

13 (190 min.) (95) 50% (65) 34% (30) 1W,

C (190 min.) (76) 40% (108) 57% (6) 3%

Note! Time is lepinsented by minutes and peicentage of total time in cote suh)twts.
a
The 101 poicent total Is due to rounding.

The three students spent most of their time in recitation (35 to 50 percent)
and seatwork (34 to 57 percent). They experienced different proportions of
time in management situations (3 to 16 percent).

Instructional Grouping

The extent to which students experienced three types of instructional
groupings were recorded by the shadowers. "Whole class" refers to those
situations when all the students in a class are receiving the same instruc-
tion or are engaged in the same activity. "Sub-group" refers to when the
teacher or someone else is teaching a sub-group of the class, such as a small
group reading lesson. "Individual" refers to when a student is being tutored
or receiving instruction alone.
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Table 8 shows the proportion of time during the core subject periods that
each student experienced the different instructional groupings.

Table 8

Distribution of Time of Core Subjects By Instructimal Grouping

Studen, Whole Group Sub-Group

A (11n min.) (131) 74% (41) 26%

B (190 min.) (190) 100%

C (140 min.) (166) 81% (24)

Individual

Note: Time is presented in minutes and percentage of total time in core subjects.

The table shows that student B worked as a member of the whole class
during all of time allocated to the core subjects. Student C worked most of
the time as a member of the whole class, though he was a member of a reading
sub-group tor 24 minutes (13 percent of the time allocated to core subjects),
while student A worked threti-quarters of the time as a member of the whole
class and one-quarter of the time as a member of a reading sub-gruup. None

of the students worked individually with a teacher or instructional assistant
that day.

Types of Instructors

Shadowers recorded the extent to which each student worked with the
regular classroom teacher, a resource teacher, an instructional assistant, or
a parent volunteer.

Table 9 shows the proportion of time allocated to the core subjects that
each student worked with each type of instructor.

t1110fit

Table 9

Distribution of Time of Colo Subjects by Instincto1

Teacht.t

(12H) 12%

(150) :9%

(190) 100%

Roc.onnr,e ToAchol

ceJhiy, Math,

Science. So,.1A1

.51udies)

(50) 2H%

(40) 21%

Noto: T1mo 1, r!onon1vd in minntw, And polcnntann (4 1,1.11 !Imo
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The table shows that students C spent the entire time allocated to the
core subjects with his regular classroom teacher. In contrast, students A
and B spent part of the time allocated to the core subjects with a resource
teacher (21 to 28 percent) . None of these students worked with an
instructional assistant, though there were assistants working in the classes
of two of the students during the reading/language arts classes.

Discussion questions: To what extent are recitation and seatwork the
predominant instructional formats used? If they are, should other
formats be considered? If so, how might their use be encouraged?

To what extent is treating students as members of a whole class the
predominant way of grouping students for instruction? If it is, should
other ways of grouping students be considered? If so, how might they be
encouraged?

Instructional Tasks During the Core Subjects

This part describes the instructional tasks on which each student worked
during their core subject periods. The tasks are described from two perspec-
tives: the extent to which they introduce new content, and the extent to
which they ask the student to use higher order thinking processes.

Tasks Introducing New Content

Table 10 lists the instructional tasks on which each student woiked that
day. Those tasks that represented opportunities for students to learn new
content are noted with a "X" in the first column. The tasks that are not
marked with an "X" asked student to review or practice using previously
introduced content.

Of the nine tasks that student A worked on, five involved new
content. She was introduced to some new vocabulary words, she heard
about the life cycle of insects and applied that knowledge, she
listened to a new story, she was introduced to the concept of
"recreation," and she drew a picture of a place for recreation.

Of the ten tasks that student B worked on, two involved new content.
He was introduced to new vocabulary and had an opportunity to use
those words in an exercise.

Of the nine tasks that student C worked on, none introduced new content.

Tasks Requiring Higher Order Thinking Processes

Those tasks listed on Table 10 that asked the student to USP higher
order thinking processes are noted with a "X" in the second column. These
tasks asked students to go beyond recognizing and recalling uontent and to
engage in such processes as analyzing, comparing, inferring, and evaluating.

Of the nine tasks that student A worked on, two required the use of
higher order thinking processes.
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Tabie

Characteristics of Instrurtional

Ne.. 2ontent

Tasks Experienced By Each

Higher Order

Thinking

Student

clarity cf Task Student Ergagement

Clear Not Clear

Student A

X X1. Identify animals and write name of animal in blank

tphonics worksheet)

Z. Review old vocabulary words

:,. Learn new vocabu:ary words X

4. Answer question about story ;recall, analysis,

comparison, and inferential questions) X

E. Listen to T. describe life cycle of a particular

insect

X X

E. Determine sequence in life of an insect (worksheet) X X

7. Listen to story X

6. Participate in discussion of concept of "recreation":

examples, non-examp:es

X

Craw example of recreaticnal p:ace

TOTALS

acc-t reca_:, analys:s.

:-ompa:.:4.43n, and Inferent:al questions'

r. d.lscus5:on cf the meanIng of new

n==n-eNarpaes

Ise new -.78tulaiy 1.sy nr.:ng them in the

nz:rect sentence ,worksheet)

4. Far:lc:pa:.e di::ss:cn rev:ewIng tne events :n

L:s:en tc tne corp1e-.1.cn of a story

In answering alout sto:y

:nferentla: 7uestIcrs,

:ate In reiew cf rean:nc of o::abulary wz:d5

:ne tree

L m:xed. anc icw engagement

6.9 9/9 : 3;9

t10016' (2:;1;

A

>.



8. Use colc: tc discriminate the parts of :he tree on a

worksheet

9. Change wcrds tc contractions ;worksheet)

10. Draw p:ctre of vocabulary words (review)

TOTALS

Student C

1. Wr:te end:ng to Incomplete sentence

2. Practice addltion (worksheet)

3. Identify synonyms in weekly spelling list

4. Count syllab:es in spelling words

5. ParticipaIe in changing reading vocabulary wcrds

from prese.lt to past tense

6. ParticIpare n answering luestIons about story

-recall, :7.ferential)

'. Lock up s7elling woi.ds in dictionar; & write

deftirr cf wcrd in sentence

8. :rotlemr tnat :equ-re an:1

subtract._ of .:orns ,worksheet)

9. Apvly cf coirec:t punctuati.on ;coi:y sentencesi

T-DTNLS

50

Tat'le 10 .Cont'd!

New_Conte::t

2'10

L'A)

Higher Order

Tr:inking Clarity cf Task Student Engagement

X

Clear Nct Cleat

X

4/10 9/10 1:10 6/1) 3/10 1/10

(40%) (90%) t13511 (60s.1 30%) (10%)

x

719

X

9 1 9 1.9 3/9

::1% f!.6*; (33%)



During sub-group reading, student A and the other students discussed
recall, analysis, comparison, and inferential questions about the
story that they had read.

During a science lesson, student A completed a worksheet on the life
cycle of insects, which required her to apply the new content.

Of the ten tasks that student B worked on, tour asked the student to use
higher order thinking processes.

Twice during reading/language arts, student B and the rest of the
class discussed recall, analysis, comparison, and inferential
questions about the story that they had read.

During reading/language arts, student B was ask_d to associate other
words and concepts with the new vocabulary that was being introduced.

During science, student B was asked to color an outline of a tree in
a way that highlighted the tree's parts and illustrated how they
relate.

Of the nine tasks that student C worked on, two asked the student to use
higher order thinking processes.

During sub-group reading, student A and the other students discusseJ
recall, analysis, comparison, and inferential questions about the
story they had read.

During a mathematics lesson, the student worked on money word
problems that require6 knowing the value of different coins and the
processes of addition and subtraction.

Discussion questions: To what extent do/should students experience
each day a mix of tasks that involve the review and application of
prior content and the introduction of new content?

To what extent do/should students experience tasics that ask them to
use higher order thinking processes?

Student Response to Tasks

This part describes the student's response to the instructional tasks.
Response is viewed in two wa;s: the extent to which the student seemed to
have difficulty understanding the task and the extent to which the student
engaged in the task.

Clarity of Task

In the third column on Table 10, there is a notation about the extent to
which students appeared to understand the task. Tasks noted as "clear" wete
those tasks that the student appeared to understand (e.g., did not ask any
questions about how to do them, and responded to them, at least initially,
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with appropriate task-related behaviors). Tasks noted as "unclear" w9re
those about which the student asked for help, either from a fellow student or
from a teacher. A task was also identified as unclear if a student felt the
need to check continuously his or her work with another student or the
teachet. A "*" was used if the student gave up on a task, expressing in
words or behavior that "I canaot do this." Thus, this perspective uqes
student: behavior to infer task clarity; it does not involve any judgment of
how well 'he student actually underctood and did a task. Indeed, in a few
instance61 a shadower noted that a student appeared to understand the task,
but was, in fact, doing the task incorrectly.

Table 10 shows that students appeared to find only three tasks uncleat.
Student B appeared to not understand how to use new vocabulary to complete
sentences on a worksheet, and student C appeared to not understand how to do
the mathematics money problems and how to punctuate sentences that he was to
copy from the chalkboard.

Task Engagement of Students

In the last column on Table 10, there is notation as to how each task
engaged the student. A task was coded "H" for high engagement if the student
attended to a task and exhibited the kinds of behaviors required for the
student to complete the task. Examples of engaged behaviors are:

leading, writing, speaking, listening, watching, dtawing

raising one's hand in response to a question; answering a question

participating in a choral response to a task

talking with fellow students about a task.

A task was coded "L" for low engagement if the student did not attend to task
and exhibited such off-task behaviors as just sitting, socializing, acting
out, and being disciplined. A task was coded "M" when a student exhibited a
mix of engaged and off-task behaviors.

Of the nine instructional tasks that student A worked on, three
highly engaged her; these tasks dealt with stories and vocabulary.
Of the remaining, two failed to engaged her to a significant degree:
the phonics worksheet involving animal names and the tasks related to
the life cycle of insesl:ts.

Of the ten instructional tasi-s that student B worked on. six highly
involved him: these tasks primarily reiated to stories and to
drawing. Of the remaining tasks, only one tailed to engage him to a
significant degree: completing a new vocabulary worksheet.

Of the nine tasks that student C worked on, only one highly engaged
him: answering questions about a story. Of the remaining tasks.
three failed to engage him to a significant degree: writing endings
to sentences on a worksheet, looking up spelling woids in a diction-
ary, and putting the correct punctuation in sentences, while copying
them.
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The instructional tasks that highly engaged all three of these students were
listening to, reading, and discussing a story.

Discussion questions: To what extent does the pattern of studeht
response to the instructional tasks (e.g., the extent to which students
appear to understand a task and the level of student engagement) suggest
areas that might benefit from further study and/or possible action?

Student/Teacher Interactions During the Core Subjects

This part describes the personal interactions that occurred between the
individual student and his or her teachers during the core subject periods.
It describes the types of int,ractions that occurred, the affect of those
interactions, and the relationship between those interactions and the group
context.

Types of Student/Teacher Interactions

Table 11 lists the interactions that each student had with his or her
teachers. The first column notes interactions of two types: those related
to the content of the instructional tasks and those related to behavior
considered to be appropriate for successful completion of the task. Inter-
actions related to task content include the teacher Aing the student a
direct question, the teacher providing feedback to the student on an answer
given or on seatwork done. Interactions directed towards task-relevant
behavior include the positive reinforcement given by the teacher to the
bl.udent tor appropriate behavior (e.g., contributing to a discussion, com-
pleting a worksheet, organizing on the desk materials for an exercise), or
the corrective feedback given to the student for inappropriate behavior
(e.g., not following directions, talking to neighbor, walking around). A
third type of interaction that was looked for but not observed, was informal
personal communications between the student and the teacher about subjects
not directly related to school work.

Table 11 shows that during instruction on the core subjects, student B
and a teacher interacted five times, thrce times in were relation to
instructional tasks and two times in relation to student behavior. Student A
and a teacher interacted eight times, six times in relation to instructional
tasks and two times in relation to behavior. In dramatic contrast, student C
and a teacher interacted 23 times, 14 times related to instructional tasks
and 9 times in relation to student behavior.

Affect of Interactions

In the second column on Table 11, the affect o, each interaction was
coded: positive, neutral, or corrective.



Tat,:.e 11

Individual Student,Teacher Interaction Du:.ing Core Subjects

^

Student A

1. positive reinforcement !or correct answer

Z. positive reinforcement for correct answer

3. feedback "Think again"

4. told answer is wrong

5. asked to provide a word with an "st" blend

6. praised for correct answer

7. told to stop talking

8. moved to front of class for talking

Student B

Related to: Affect

C:intent BehaVior positive neutral corrective Small Group

TOTALS 6'8 2/8 3/8 Z/8

(38%)

asked tc onswor a que.Atien aLo-..t a story t!:ey :ead

woik monItored and pr,Ised Dy tea;:her

is glven special :et; .carrying

4. received praise, with rest of c:a:;s, for being tne 4:

21assroom in the choo1. gets for "doIng oo wotK'
%as :,eat aw.y

r 0

TOTAL2,

X

2/1-: 3/5 15
401) i601) (2C-1;



Table :1 Cont'd;

related to Affect

Conter.t Behavior positive neutral correct:ye Small Group

Student C

I. called on to clap syllables and receives praise for

correct answer
X

Z. called on to change tense of word X

I. asks teacher question about tenses, and receies answer X X
4. told to stop talking

asked question about. tenses X

X

X

6. asked to select correct vocabulary work X

7. admonished for laughing at friend

asked recall question about story and receives "okay"

for right answer

X

X

X

X X

0. asked to write answer to syllable problem or. board X

:f. as,:e7: to read wc:! altyjd X

11. tcld he ,:cems "npsc!" tocay, and asked to move sea',

1:. asked 1! he is being a "tattletale"
X

X

:3. askec to e%plain wky t:s is not done

14. assed for answer 1.: mat7 pvotlem and told "very ;;o::nd" for

correct answe:

X X

bena-e

If. 1-eminded to get :o wo:1:

l. assed to show teacher h:1, wc:s, aud then er:q3?ed :11 dls:2ossIon

h:s ::ne and ot:at he nee.Is Jo In ofler

X

Ic compIete work plope:I

1f... told by teache:, "I'm wa:ting for yo:.;":

1. has work moni,ored by tea:er

ca:led on for answe: to f.;uestron

!-.cis rare ::-itten oc 5.ard ::r m:shenaving

!cis d:scission teai.!-,e: concerning h1s homewors hook

Ll. toln s:t up, ann seei: Is eyes on the blackboard

57 I 431, ;

33 1

;l31 ;52%)



Of student A's eight interactions with a teacher, three were
positive, two were neutral, and three were corrective. Student A
received positive comments for both task performance and behavior,
and only one corrective comment about behavior.

Of student B's five interactions with a teacher, three were
positive, one was neutral, and one wa corrective. The three
positive interactions were related to instructional task
performance; the two of the corrective interactions were related to
behavior.

Of student C's twenty-three interactions with a teacher, three were
positive, eight were neutral, and twelve were corrective. All of
the interactions related to student C's behavior were corrective.

In summary, all three students experienced the same number of positive
interactions. However, student C experienced four to eight times as many
corrective interactions as the otaer students.

Group Context

In the second column of Table 11, those interactions that occurred in
the context of a sub-group are noted.

The student who had the fewest interactions, student B, worked all
day as a member of the whole class.

All but one of the student A's interactions related to instructional
tasks occurred when the student was a member of the reading
sub-group.

Approximately one third of student C's interactions with his teachers
occurred during the 24 minutes he was in a reading sub-group.

In summary, being in a sub-group appears to increase the number of personal
interactions that students and teachers have, particularly task-related
interactions.

Discussion questions; To what extent do/should teachers and individual
students interact over the course of a school day? What is the ideal
balance between positive and corrective interactions? What can teachers
do to achieve that balance?
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SECTION IV

SOME CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The first three sections of this report have presented highlights of
what RBS staff saw and heard during their visits to McMichael Elementary
School between January and June, 1990. In this section, we share some of

our reflections on the information provided in those sections.

Section I suggests the nature and scope of the changes that McMichael's
staff have made over the past two years. Those chanfies have affected school

organization and staff roles; the monitoring and assessment of student
progress; the problem solving processes that staff are using at school,
grade, class, and student levels; and the selection of instructional

resources. In year one, these changes were accompanied by staff turnovers.
By the end of year two the McMichael staff appears motivated to continue and
expand their improvement efforts. From RBS' perspective, the challenges for
McMichael's staff for the coming year are to continue to collect the
information that will help them decide which practices to continue, refine,
or discontinue, and based on this information, to focus energy on those

practices that appear most effective in helping them improve school

performance.

Section II provides a snapshot of instructional practice at McMichael.
It suggests that there are teachers on McMichael's staff who:

develop instructional plans that balance the requirements of the
district's curriculum and the ways in which their students learn
best

manage their classes efficiently, so that most of their time is
devoted to instruction and most of their students' time is spent on
task

motivate their students to learn

design and present lessons in ways that ensure that most of their
students experience a moderately high level of daily success

help students who are having difficulty attain mastery of specific
knowledge and skills

involve parents in support of the learning outcomes they are
seeking.

From RBS' perspective, the challenge for McMichael. is how to use this rich
resource, the knowledge and skills of these teachers, in ways that
strengthen instruction throughout the school. Currently, McMichael has two
under utilized vehicles that have the potential to geoelate incleased
opportunities for staff to learn from each other: grade-level groups and
school-based staff development. Instruction could he strengthened by
planning for a more systematic use of these two vehicles, using approaches
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that build upon the concept of learning from each other. However, for such
learning to affect instruction, the staff will need to have opportunities to
visit each others' classrooms, and use these visits to help each other
implement and assess the effectiveness of specific practices.

Section III describes the varied experiences that individual students
can have on a given day. Specifically, the information in that section
suggests that some students, but not others,

experience an integrated set of lessons

are involved in a well-balanced mix of instructional tasks -- that
is, tasks that introduce new content and tasks that review or
provide practice of previously introduced content, and tasks that
ask students to recognize or recall content and tasks that ask
students to use higher order thinking processes

are highly engaged by those instructional tasks

have frequent, positive interactions with their teachers

experience lessons during which a minimum amount of time is spent on
management

experience days during which only a modest amourft of time is spent
in transition.

From RBS' perspective, this information challenges McMichael's staff to find
ways of looking at schooling from the perspective of the individual student:

how the school day is structured for each student

what tasks each student undertakes, the extent to which those tasks
interrelate, how engaging each task is

the number of interactions that occur between individual students
and staff each day, and the content and the affect of those
interactions.

Such a perspective should help Michael's staff to pinpoint just what
practices must be affected if the school is to continue to make progress in
achieving its goals.
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APPENDIX

Students' Daily Schedule
April 24, 1990
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APPENDIX A

Student A

Daily Schedule

April 24, 1990

Start Time Elapsed Time Lesson
1

Location" Grouping
3

Size Instructor
4

5Format

9:04 a.m. 16 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 25 Tcacher Seatwork
9:20 a.m. 47 min. Reading/LA Classrom Sub Group 12 Teacher Recitation
10:07 a.m. 13 min. Recess Classroom Whole Class 25 Other Other
10:20 a.m. 10 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 25 Teacher Management
10:30 a.m. 40 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 25 Teacher Seatwork
11:10 a.m. 50 min. Lunch Other Whole Class 25 Other Other
12:00 p.m. 15 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 22 Teacher Seatwork
12:15 p.m. 25 min. Transition Classroom Whole Class 22 Teacher Management

Hallway
12:4 p.m. 10 min. Science Science Whole Class 21 Science Tchl. Presentation

Resource Room

12:50 p.m. 10 min. Science Science Resource Who:e Class 21 Science Tchr. Seatwork

Room
1:00 p.m. 20 mln. Transition Classroom Who:e Class 21 Teacher Management

Hallway

p.m. 30 min. Library Licrary whole Class 21 Other ;Librarian) Presentation
1:52 p.m. 15 min. Transition Hallway Whcle Class 21 Teacher Management
.:35 p.m. 15 min. Social Studies Classroom Whole Class 21 Social Studies Tchr. RecitatIon

:5 m:n. Scal Studie(; ::.:assroom Wr.:.:e Class 21 Social Studies Tcnr. Seatwerk
p.m.

minutes:

:0 min.

341 min.*

Transiti_)n 2:assroom Wnoie Class 21 Teacher Management

Total entries per co:umn 15 1 15 1 5

,essons,Minutes:

ReadIng/LA (126 min.)

Science C20 min.)

ED:::al Studies -Y.' m.:::.

ansition ;"0 mzn.

'Dther (93 min.:

Lc-7aticnu,Minutes:

Classroom 1181 min.

ether (100 min.)

7:assroom & Ha:lway

min.1

-Grouping,Minutest

whole Class f:C.4 yin.,

Sub Group ;47 min.-

4
Instructor/Minutes:

Teacher (248 min._

Otaer (92 min.)

'Note: Observation time is nine sinutes less than otner students, due to later observation start up time.

5
Formats/Minutes:

Presentation ;40 min.)

Recitation (62 min.)

Seatw.-irk :96 min.)

Management (80 min.)

Other :62 min.)



St-,:dent

:am:y

April

Sz.hedule

24, 1990

Start Time E:apsed Time Lesson
1

Location" Grouping
3

Size Instructor
4

Format
5

6:55 a.m. 15 min. Readang:LA Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Management

9:10 a.m. 60 min. Reading:LA Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Recitation

10:10 a.m. 20 min. Recess Yard for Recess Whole Class 28 Other Play (Other)

10:35 a.m. 25 min. Science Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Recitatlon

10:30 a.m. 5 min. Science Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Management

11:00 a.m. 10 min. Scaence Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Seatwork

11:10 a.m. 5 min. Science Classroom Whole Class 28 Tea-ther Management

:1:15 a.m. 45 man. Lunch Lunchroom Whole Class 28 Other Other

12:00 p.m. 5 man. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Management

12:05 p.m. 10 min. Reading/LA Classruom Whole Class 28 Teacher Recitation

12:15 p.m. 15 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Seatwork

12:30 p.m. 40 man. Reading Classroom Whole Class 28 Resource Tchr. Seatwork

1:1C p.m. 5 man. Transition Classroom Whole Class 28 Teacher Management

1:15 p.m. :7 min. Art Classroom Whole Class 28 Art Teac)...er Management

1:32 p.m. :6 man. Art Classroom Whole Class 28 Art Teacher Seatwork

::46 p.m. 12 min. Art Classroom Whole C:ass 28 Art Teacher Management

2:0C p.m. IC min. Transit:on Hallway Whole Class 28 Teacher Management

2:1C p.m. 35 min. Labrary Labrary Whole Class 28 Other ;Labrarian) Presentation

Tuta: Minutes: 35C man.

Total ent::es per .7c.JMr,

Reading/LA t:45

6.71ence (45 min.)

Transitacn ,:5 man.

Other .245 nan.

1:

otaoniMInJtes:

::lassroom (2.5C min.!

Hallway :.-` min.)

Library (35 min.!

:.)ther ;75 man.

15

3
Gry.ul:nus

Whole C:asE ;250 min.)

4.
.nstructor/Minutes

:5 15

5
Frmats/Minutes

Teacher (210 min.) Presentation (35 min.1

Resource Tchr. (40 min.) Recitation '95 min.)

Other ;100 man.) Seatwork (61 min.!

Management (74 man.:

Other (65 min.) r)



Stuaent C

1'aily

April

Schedule

:4, 1990

Start Time Elapsed Time Lesson- Location- Grouping
3

Size Instructor' Format
5

9:00 a.m. 10 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

9:10 a.m. 5 min. Math Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

9:15 a.m. 10 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Recitation

9:25 a.m. 20 min. Math Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher ,Substitute) Seatwork

9:45 a.m. 5 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Recitation

9:50 a.m. 1 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Management

9:53 a.m. 24 min. F.ading/LA Classroom Sub Group 13 Teacher Recitation

10:17 a.m. 3 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Management

10:20 a.m. 10 min. Reading/LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

10:30 a.m. 10 min. Recess Outside Whole Class 21 Other Other

10:40 a.m. 20 min. Reading!LA Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

11:00 a.m. 5 min. Transition Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Management

1105 a.m. 25 min. Math Classroom Wnole Class 21 Teacher Recitation

11:30 a.m. 20 min. Math Classrooa Whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

11:50 a.m. 5 mirl. Transitio;, Classroom Whole Class 21 Teacher Management

:1:55 a.m. 40 min. Lunch (Other, Outside Whole Class 21 Other Lunch/Play

:2:35 p.m. 40 min. Phys. Ed. Gym Whole Class 21 Teacher :Phys. Ed.) Phys. Ed

1:15 p.m. 5 min. Transition HaJiway Whole Class 21 Teacher Management

1::0 p.m. 40 m:s. Homework Irep. Classroom Whole Class Teacher 3eatwork

Z:00 p.m. 5 min. Transition Classrooa Whole Class -,. Teacher Management

p.m. 1i min. Reading:LA Clat;sroor wnole Class 21 Teacher Recitation

::17 p.m. min. Classroom whole Class 21 Teacher Seatwork

2:40 p.m. 10 mln. Transition Classroom whole Class Teacher Management

Tctal minutes: 350 min.

Tctal entrles per column 20 20 20

.essons:Minutes:

.ReadingiLA 0 m.ln.

min.-

Transitin .3: min..

...stner (130 rin.'

2
Lccations/V:.n-.;tes:

3

C13:4s..0 267 min..

:sther ;9:1.

'Instructor/Minutes:

Wno1e :1acs 25 min.) TeacSe: (30C min.)

Sut- :4 mr.) Dther min.)

5
Formats Mir.utes:

Recitation f79 min.;

Seatw7.-.:.. :51

Management -30 min )

Other Y.; m-..n.1
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